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The Sensitech® Supply Chain Intelligence Center (SCIC)
presents a summary of major incidents and news articles

EMEA

relating to cargo theft and intelligence for the week ending
11 December 2020.
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Russia
8 December 2020: In Sochi, police
in hot pursuit detained a suspected
thief. A local resident told police that he
had parked his truck near his house, and later discovered its
absence. The vehicle was found by law enforcement officers
several kilometers from the place of disappearance. Police
arrested a repeat offender: a 25-year-old local resident who lives
on the same street as the owner of the truck.
Read more: Sochi Express (Russia)
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United Kingdom

5 December 2020: A company worker stole more
than £1,000 worth of goods because he was

9 December 2020: Thieves stole thousands

‘upset’ at his treatment and the fact the store was

of litres of Fuel from a parcel site in Flintshire.

closing. The man swiped a number of suitcases

North Wales Police asked motorists to avoid

and a laundry basket after being told he was losing

junctions in Sandycroft due to a fuel spillage.

his job.

The force has now confirmed the spillage came after the theft of

Read more: Birmingham Mail (U.K.)

thousands of litres of Fuel from a depot in the area.
Read more: Leader Live (U.K.)

4 December 2020: Container supply chains
in the U.K. are facing delays and extra costs

8 December 2020: Police are teaming up with the

as sustained and heavy import demand leads

North West Regional Organised Crime Unit (ROCU)

to growing bottlenecks at gateway ports,

and the security industry to crack down on Cash-in-

congestion surcharges, carriers canceling shipper contracts, and

Transit and ATM robberies. There has been a fall in

ships being diverted elsewhere in Europe. Shippers are being

recent times in the number of incidents involving cash machines

forced on to the explosive spot market, which on Asia-North

or vehicles carrying money being targeted by criminals, but

Europe routes this week soared to its highest level since 2010.

police forces are leaving no room for complacency.

Read more: Journal of Commerce

Read more: Wigan Today (U.K.)
7 December 2020: Talks between the U.K. and
EU have resumed, as the two sides make a final

Nigeria

bid to reach a post-Brexit trade deal. Disputes

7 December 2020: The Nigerian Navy has

over fishing and business competition rules are

conducted various simulation exercises for anti-

still going on, but the U.K. government said there was “still time

piracy, rig protection, visit board search and

to reach an agreement”. If no deal is done by the end of the
year, the U.K. and EU will introduce tariffs and border checks on
goods.

seizure, and communication drills, together with
search and rescue operations. The simulation activities were part
of ‘Exercise Shark Shiver’.

Read more: BBC News

Read more: Hellenic Shipping News

7 December 2020: A trailer containing £300,000
worth of catering equipment has been stolen from a
company’s premises in a brazen theft that took less
than five minutes to carry out. Avon and Somerset
Police have released CCTV images of a truck cab
they are trying to trace following the 9 November incident in

Yemen
5 December 2020: A cargo ship traveling past
Yemen in the Gulf of Aden came under attack

Avonmouth.

in unclear circumstances, maritime authorities

Read more: Foodservice Equipment Journal (U.K.)

said. The Gulf of Aden is a crucial route for global
trade, and has seen a number of Somali pirate attacks that

5 December 2020: Criminal gangs are launching

have mostly stopped in recent years. The ship ended up off the

daring raids on moving trucks travelling up to

small port city of Nishtun in Yemen’s far east after coming under

50mph to steal game computers, mobile phones

attack, according to an alert from the United Kingdom Maritime

and cigarettes in the lead up to Christmas. Crooks

Trade Organization that is overseen by Britain’s Royal Navy.

mount the hoods of moving cars and climb aboard

Read more: Military.com

trucks armed with crowbars or cutting gear to break into them
and steal the expensive goods. Cops have had reports of the
stunt—dubbed “the rollover”—at least 27 times this year alone.
Read more: The Sun (U.K.)
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South Africa

Philippines

7 December 2020: New information released

5 December 2020: The Bureau of Customs

by the Global Initiative Against Transnational

(BOC) has seized P1.8 million worth of smuggled

Organised Crime gives startling insights into armed

Pharmaceuticals at a warehouse near the Ninoy
Aquino International Airport (NAIA). Based

robberies at South Africa’s gold smelting facilities.
Read more: Dispatch Live (South Africa)

on the report of the BOC-NAIA, the packages were found at a
cargo warehouse and were declared as “healthcare products”
from Pakistan. Upon inspection of the goods, it contained
35,345 tablets of diazepam and nitrazepam (anti-anxiety

EMEA

medicines). It also did not have the necessary documents from
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the Philippine Drug
4 December 2020: A global phishing theft

Enforcement Agency (PDEA).

campaign has been targeted at organizations

Read more: UNTV (Philippines)

associated with the distribution of COVID-19
vaccines since September 2020, IBM security
researchers said. The attacks focused on groups affiliated with
Gavi, an international organization that promotes access to and
distribution of vaccines.

Turkey
4 December 2020: In a major milestone, the

Read more: Clout News (U.K.)

first train carrying goods from Turkey to China
departed from Istanbul on Friday 4 December.
Covering 8,693 kilometers (5,402 miles) and

APAC

passing through two continents, two seas and five countries.
The train will forward its freight to China in twelve days.
Read more: Daily Sabah (Turkey)

India
10 December 2020: A sharp drop in import
volumes compared to exports has led to a
shortage of containers for exporters from India

North & South
America

resulting in soaring rates for ‘empties’ in the last
three months.
Read more: The Hindu BusinessLine (India)

Brazil

6 December 2020: The Indian Air Force (IAF)
is fully prepared to pitch in for the distribution
of COVID-19 vaccine to the farthest reaches of
the country using its extensive fleet of transport
aircrafts. Though there has been no official request so far from
the government to the armed forces to assist in the delivery
and distribution of the vaccine, the people cited above said on
condition of anonymity that there are no doubts about the IAF’s
capability to transport millions of doses across the country.
Read more: Hindustani Times
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10 December 2020: The Federal Highway
Police carried out arrest warrants and searchand-seizure orders in five states, in an operation
against a gang specialized in cargo theft.
According to the investigation, the group had
Indaiatuba (SP) as a base, but also operates in other units
of the federation. The investigation began a year ago in Minas
Gerais and, in August 2020, the corporation identified two cargo
thefts estimated at R $ 2.6 million.
Read more: Globo G1 (Brazil)
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9 December 2020: The Civil Police launched

7 December 2020: Nine criminals were arrested

the second phase of Operation NPR in Rio

for stealing a tractor trailer loaded with wire rolls

Grande do Sul State, and Xanxerê, Santa

valued at MXN $31,000. They were arrested while

Catarina State. The operation is investigating

unloading the goods of the stolen truck inside a

a criminal organization that steals cargoes of grains, especially

warehouse in the Villa Esperanza neighborhood
in the municipality of Ciudad Juárez. Among the

soybeans, and has probably been operating for more than ten
years. According to the authorities, the gang always presents

detainees are two minors aged 15 and 17 years.

the same operating modes: truck drivers are enticed by the

Read more: Net Noticias (Mexico)

gang (collusion), load the trucks with the grains, but do not
deliver to the final destination. Criminals exchange the original

6 December 2020: Through satellite

invoices for counterfeit rural producer notes, so that the cargo is

tracking, a tractor trailer that was stolen

sold to third parties. Two people were arrested.

on the México-Querétaro highway (MEX-

Read more: Canal Rural (Brazil)

57D) near Palmillas was located inside a warehouse in the
municipality of San Juan del Río.

9 December 2020: Law enforcement officers

Read more: El Sol de San Juan del Rio (Mexico)

intercepted an attempted cargo theft and arrested
two men in the act. The action was carried out

3 December 2020: The leader of a cargo theft

at Hermenegildo Tonoli Highway, in Jundiaí. The

gang that operates in the municipalities of San

team was patrolling the site when they observed

Jose Chiapa, Nopalucan and Rafael Grajales

the group in a vehicle, signaling to a truck driver and informing

was arrested

him that his cargo would be tipping over—with the intention of

Read more: Periodico Central (Mexico)

approaching him for the crime. As soon as the truck stopped,
the suspects proceeded with the criminal action, but were
surprised by the military police.
Read more: Jornal Dá Cia (Brazil)

U.S. & Canada

8 December 2020: At Dom Gabriel Paulino

9 December 2020: More than 100,000 counterfeit

Bueno Couto Highway, police officers

N95 surgical masks destined to be used by

recovered a truck with a cargo of meat

hospital workers were seized by U.S. Immigration
and Customs Enforcement’s (ICE) Homeland

estimated at R $ 140,000, and detained its
driver. A tracking company had lost the signal from a truck

Security Investigations (HSI) and U.S. Customs and Border

carrying the cargo—knowing the characteristics of the truck, the

Protection (CBP).

PMs spotted it driving west of the highway. After a brief chase,

Read more: U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement

they detained their driver at kilometer 63. When asked, he said
that the truck had been stolen minutes earlier, at Anhanguera

8 December 2020: The trade group representing

Highway, with the driver and helper taken hostage.

drayage companies in the Southern California

Read more: Jornal Dá Cia (Brazil)

area is expressing optimism about a plan by the
Port of Long Beach to implement changes
aimed at getting a better balance of incoming and outgoing
containers.

Mexico

Read more: FreightWaves.com

8 December 2020: In San Luis Potosí, elements
of the National Guard detained a person who was
transporting around twenty-four tons of copper in a
tractor trailer with a theft report, securing four signal
jammers, a location system, and five cell phones.
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7 December 2020: Investigators are trying to find
who kidnapped, tied up, tortured and fatally shot
two truckers execution-style in Opa-locka, Florida
over the weekend.
Read more: Miami Herald
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7 December 2020: China is again the top trading
partner of the United States, with trade totaling
$59.6 billion in October, according to data from
the U.S. Census Bureau.
Read more: FreightWaves.com
5 December 2020: A parcel delivery van was
stolen in a robbery committed by four suspects,
according to a report by Washington, D.C. police.
Read more: WTOP-FM (Washington, DC)
4 December 2020: The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention’s Advisory Committee on
Immunization Practices recommended essential
workers, including those in transportation, be in the
first phase of people to receive a coronavirus vaccine.
Read more: Supply Chain DIVE
3 December 2020: A day after revealing
that hackers were targeting companies in the
supply chain for delivering COVID-19 vaccines,
the IBM Security X-Force released more details
on possible motives for the attacks and additional warnings.
Although the group did not have firsthand information about
the reasons for the hacking attempts, they suggested that
one motive could be corporate espionage. This could include
criminals trying to obtain critical intelligence on the vaccine itself
or about closely held information on transport and distribution
mechanisms for the vaccine.
Read more: Marketplace.org
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